This declares that the following designated product:

**SINGLE PHASE EXTERNAL ROTOR AXIAL FAN**

*Model No.: W1AF4E1-400S-NW*

**Brand Name:**

**(Product identification)**

Complies with the requirements of the European Community Directive 2014/35/EU. This declaration is awarded following tests carried out on samples of the product referred to above.

Assumption of compliance of the product with the requirements relating to the Low Voltage Directive (LVD) was based on the following standards:

- **EN 60335-1: 2012 + A11: 2014**
- **EN 62233: 2008**

**(Identification of regulations / standards)**

This declaration is the responsibility of the applicant

**WANG COOLING TECHNOLOGIES CO., LIMITED**

**UNIT 2508A 25/F BANK OF AMERICA TOWER 12 HARCOURT RD CENTRAL HONG KONG**

**(Name / Address)**

**THIS DOC IS ONLY VALID IN CONNECTION WITH TEST REPORT NUMBER: CGZ3161014-03304-L**

**MANUFACTURER / IMPORTER**

**TEST LABORATORY**

This is the result of test that was carried out from the submitted type-samples of a product in conformity with the specification of the respective standards. The declaration holder has the right to fix the CE-mark for LVD on the product complying with the inspection sample.

November 11, 2016

**(Date)**

**(Surname, forename)**

**(Company stamp)**

CTS (Ningbo) Testing Service Technology Co., Ltd.
Fl.1 & 8 West, Bldg. B, No. 66, Qingyi Rd., Hi-Tech Zone, Ningbo, Zhejiang, China
This is the result of test that was carried out from the submitted type-samples of a product in conformity with the specification of the respective standards. The declaration holder has the right to fix the CE-mark for LVD on the product complying with the inspection sample.

MANUFACTURER / IMPORTER

Attachments

Additional models:

W1AF4E1-200X-XX,
W1AF4E1-250X-XX,
W1AF4E1-300X-XX,
W1AF4E1-315X-XX,
W1AF4E1-330X-XX,
W1AF4E1-350X-XX,
W1AF6E1-350X-XX,
W1AF4E1-380X-XX,
W1AF4E1-400X-XX,
W1AF6E1-400X-XX,
W1AF4E1-450X-XX,
W1AF6E1-450X-XX,
W1AF4E1-500X-XX,
W1AF6E1-500X-XX,
W1AF4E1-550X-XX,
W1AF6E1-550X-XX,
W1AF4E1-600X-XX,
W1AF6E1-600X-XX,
W1AF4E1-630X-XX,
W1AF6E1-630X-XX,
W1AF6E1-700X-XX

TEST LABORATORY

This is the result of test that was carried out from the submitted type-samples of a product in conformity with the specification of the respective standards. The declaration holder has the right to fix the CE-mark for LVD on the product complying with the inspection sample.

CTS (Ningbo) Testing Service Technology Co., Ltd.
Fl.1 & 8 West, Bldg. B, No. 66, Qingyi Rd., Hi-Tech Zone, Ningbo, Zhejiang, China

November 11, 2016

(Date)

(Surname, forename)

(Company stamp)